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ABSTRACT
Nowadays it is widely recognized the need of developing a
new generation of professional equipment for broadcasting
that allows a considerable reduction of productions costs in
different scenarios. We consider mobile multimedia scenarios where the incorporation of last generation hardware and
the development of new software should allow: 1) to decrease
the needs of human resources to produce (create, edit, and
distribute) audiovisual content; and 2) to increase the richness of the broadcasted product.
In this paper, we propose a software system that helps
technical directors to deal with many motorized videocameras attached to moving or static objects in wireless environments. We use mobile agents to carry out the processing
tasks wherever they are needed. Thus, agents are in charge
of tracking the location of interesting static or moving objects and the (current and possible) focus range of all the
cameras, as well as of refreshing the query answers efficiently
and continuously. We present a traditional rowing race in
the Basque Country as motivating scenario, where technical
directors may indicate interesting objects or geographic areas in run-time and the system is in charge of selecting the
best shots from the cameras in the scenario.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.4 [Database Management]: Systems – Query processing; H.2.8 [Database Management]: Database Applications; H.4.0 [Information Systems Applications]:
General
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Query Processing

1.

INTRODUCTION

In the last years, different factors are provoking a deep
revolution in the broadcast industry. First of all, there has
been a strong decrease of the advertisement rates, mainly
due to the economic crisis and the audience fragmentation
caused by the digitalization and optimization of the spectrum (channel multiplication in satellite and terrestrial television) and the appearance of new communication platforms
(e.g., video-blogs, Internet video platforms, mobile broadcasting, and so on). Secondly, continuous needs related with
the upgrade of the technology (e.g., digitalization, development of media asset management systems, HD, 3D, etc.) are
implying huge economic efforts. Finally, it is also evident
that the expectations of the audience are increasing. The
quality and richness of the content (e.g., amazing shots, last
generation graphics, and so on) demanded by the audience
and the advertisers is much bigger than in other distribution
platforms such as Internet video platforms.
In such a context, organizations focus their efforts on the
enrichment and the diversification of their offers but trying
to reduce their production costs. On the one hand, the enrichment is tackled by the generation of very attractive and
high-quality material, including in many cases technological
support (e.g., the Obama hologram in the US presidential
election in 2008). On the other hand, the reduction is considered by the acquisition of new professional products that,
apart from begin able to deal with the last technology (e.g.,
IP interoperability, HD resolution, remote control mechanisms), either have a lower price due to the inclusion of
hardware coming from the consumer electronic field or add
new features that decrease the number of people that are
required for content production. An example of this is the
combination of professional cameras with low-cost remotely
controlled cameras. This allows an enrichment of the content consuming experience without having a big impact on
the total number of cameramen required. However, that
solution has a serious impact in one of the most complex
and critical tasks in an alive content production environment: the more cameras are employed, the more images are
available, and therefore more complicated is for technical directors (people responsible for the content production of an
event) to select the best video stream to broadcast.

The audiovisual production of rowing races in the Basque
Country is a nice paradigm of this situation and it will serve
us as sample scenario in this paper. The live broadcasting
of such rowing races requires a very complex infrastructure:
one helicopter, sailing boats with cameras and GPS transmitters, more cameras in the harbor, and a production headquarter (usually a trailer). In such a complex context, the
technical director is responsible for the selection and coordination on the fly of the graphical material, video signals, and
shots that are finally broadcasted to the TV audience. These
tasks become especially difficult when different unexpected
events happen at different geographic areas or different moving objects become interesting at the same time.
In order to help technical directors to obtain the best
broadcasting results, we present in this paper a system that
helps them to select the best candidate video signals coming from static or mobile cameras (i.e., cameras installed
in rowing boats, in other sailing boats, in fixed locations,
etc.). Our proposal, based on the LOQOMOTION system [9] extended with videocamera management, relies on
mobile agent technology to bring the processing to the best
place in the distributed wireless scenario, at any time. Thus,
the camera selections provided by the system are updated
continuously in an efficient manner, and it is possible to
deal with different geographic areas of interest at the same
time. The system can even alert about upcoming situations
defined previously by the technical director, or when some
event happens (e.g., focus a certain area as soon as any camera gets close enough).
The main contributions of our proposal are:

Figure 1: Boat from Castro Urdiales town

Although there are multiple races, the most important
one is celebrated in San Sebastián bay, once a year, since
1879. The boats leave from the harbor where they come
back after making a turn in the sea, outside the protection of
the bay, covering a total distance of 3 miles. It is important
to remark that there are four lanes but those lanes are only
physically distinguished in the starting and turning points
(see Figure 2).

• We extend a general architecture for location query
processing with videocamera management to help technical directors of sport events to deal with the multimedia information coming from different (static or moving) videocameras in order to cover different events.
• The system is able to focus on (previously or in runtime) defined geographic areas or (static or moving)
objects, to provide technical directors with the best
shots of such areas of interest.
• A flexible approach is followed, and therefore new functionalities can be added to the system in the near future without compromising the main architecture.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we detail the features of the sample sport event used
as motivating context and some interesting multimedia location queries that we would like to process automatically.
In Section 3 we introduce the concept of location-dependent
queries, a general architecture for location-based query processing, and our proposal to extend it with the modeling and
management of videocameras. In Section 4 we explain how
queries in the sample scenario are processed by the proposed
architecture. In Section 5 we review some related works. Finally, conclusions and future work are included in Section 6.

2.

MOTIVATING CONTEXT: ROWING RACES IN SAN SEBASTIÁN

Rowing racing is a very popular sport in every seaside
town of fishing tradition along the north of Spain (see Figure 1). In the Basque Country this sport is of a great importance, and almost every town has its own team, which
always counts with the unconditional local support.

Figure 2: Four boats right after the race starts
We have chosen this race due to the fact that it is a
paradigmatic example of a potential live broadcasting event
that can benefit from our work. In this race, celebrated during two consecutive weekends every September, the city of
San Sebastián is crowded with many visitors, and the audience of the Basque TV broadcaster is very important. The
technology and equipment involved in the event have been
evolving during the last years and nowadays include multiple cameras (in sailing boats, in a helicopter, in the harbor,
in an island nearby, etc.), a GPS transmitter on every boat,
a software application for the panel of judges to help them to
determine the distance between the boats and the location
of a boat with respect to its lane, a software tool to show
on TV the real positions of the boats in a 3D reconstruction of the bay, microphones to get the atmosphere sounds
in different places, and so on.
In such a scenario, it is possible to attach a camera to
each racing boat. However, it would be crucial to support
the technical director in order to integrate the signal received from those cameras, considering that they should be
remotely controlled and that are continuously moving. We
would like to highlight the fact that in many cases these

cameras will provide innovative and interesting shots from
the content production perspective. For instance, these cameras may record the exciting moment of the turning in the
sea, the view of the audience perceived by the rowers, overtaken manoeuvres, unusual ocean-side views of the island
located in the middle of the bay, etc. Those shots or points
of interest can be classified into predefined ones (e.g., the
view of spectators in the harbor) or defined in live (e.g., the
view of an overtaking manoeuvre between two boats captured by a third one). Figure 3 shows graphically some of
the predefined points of interest overlapped in a real 3D reconstruction of the race scenario.

Other areas that are very interesting for technical directors, and therefore could be the target of similar queries,
are: the ciaboga area (where boats turn, which is a key part
of the competition), the area of the harbor or the promenade at the seaside (usually crowded with people watching
the race), etc. It would be interesting for technical directors
to be able to predefine areas that are usually interesting at
some time during the race. However, the system should also
allow technical directors to select, in live, any area of interest
by dragging the mouse on a map.

Recording Cameras
Nowadays, most of the light cameras employed in scenarios
similar to the one described (e.g., F1 car races, sailing, etc.)
offer a fixed view (e.g., a front view from the car driver).
From the production perspective, this implies important difficulties for the generation of attractive and rich content,
mainly due to the limitation or lack of control of the zoom
(adjustment of the focal length of the lens to make the target appear close-up or far away), pan (horizontal movement),
and tilt (vertical movement) of the camera.
However, the electronic consumer sector is providing new
cameras with very competitive prices that provide an acceptable image quality while providing rich remote control
functionalities. Figure 4 shows some examples of these cameras, that allow a remote control of zoom, tilt, and pan parameters.

Figure 3: Predefined points of interest
It is important to emphasize that receiving the video signals is not the problem in this scenario, but the selection
among multiple video signals. The system described in the
following section helps the technical director in the identification and management of the best candidate videocameras
in order to shot a concrete (static or moving) area or object
of interest, whether it is predefined or not.
In the following, we enumerate some motivating queries
that we would like to be answered and updated continuously:
1. Query 1: View a certain boat. The technical director
could focus on a particular boat due to many reasons
(it is the local team, it is leading the race, etc.), some
of them caused by unexpected situations (a turn over,
a broken oar, etc.) which obviously should be captured
quickly from any camera.
2. Query 2: Record a good side view of any boat. The
technical director could want to broadcast a close side
view of some boat to show the big effort performed by
its team of rowers during the race.
3. Query 3: Record a wide view of the island from the
ocean side. This is interesting for technical directors
because a view of the island from the ocean is usually
very spectacular (it is a sheer cliff full of seagulls) and
not as typical as the well-known view of the island
from the bay. For this query, technical directors are
interested in cameras located far from the island (to
capture it completely) but within a certain range (to
get also a detailed picture). So, for this query, the
locations of the cameras play an important role.

(a) Axis 213 PTZ

(b) Edimax IC-7000 PTn

Figure 4: Remote motorized cameras

3.

MONITORING PROPOSAL

As the underlying architecture for a location-aware system
for monitoring sport events, we advocate the adoption of
a general-purpose location-dependent query processing system [9] that will be extended with the needed new functionalities. In order to get a better understanding of that
system, in this section we present some basic concepts related with it. So, we first define and explain the concept
of location-dependent query. Then, we summarize the general architecture proposed for location-dependent query processing. Finally, as one of the contributions of this paper,
we indicate the new functionalities added to this system to
manage references to videocameras in location queries.

3.1

Location-Dependent Queries

Location-dependent queries are queries whose answer depends on the locations of the objects involved. For example,
a user with a PDA may want to locate available taxi cabs
that are near him/her while he/she is walking home in a
rainy day. These queries are usually considered as continuous queries, whose answer must be continuously refreshed.

For example, the answer to the previous query can change
immediately due to the movements of people and taxi cabs.
Moreover, even if the set of taxis satisfying the query condition does not change, their locations and distances to the
user could change continuously, and therefore the answer to
the query must be updated with the new location data.
To express location-dependent queries, we will use an SQLlike syntax with the following structure:
SELECT projections FROM sets-of-objects WHERE
boolean-conditions
where projections is the list of attributes that we want to
retrieve from the selected objects, sets-of-objects is a list
of object classes that identify the kind of objects interesting
for the query, and boolean-conditions is a boolean expression
containing objects from set-of-objects that must satisfy the
specified location-dependent constraints.
As example of a location-dependent query, the query in
Figure 5 asks for rowing boats that are within 0.2 miles
around boat38. This query includes an inside constraint expressed with the general syntax inside(r, obj, target), which
retrieves the objects of a certain target class (such objects
are called target objects) within a specific distance r (which
is called the relevant radius) of a certain moving or static
object obj (that is called the reference object). Thus, in the
sample query in Figure 5 the radius of the inside constraint
is 0.2 miles, there is one reference object (boat38), and one
target class (RowingBoats).

Figure 6: Main elements of a rowing boat

Moving and static objects in a scenario are not single
points but have a certain geographic extension, depending
on their size. Thus, objects and areas are managed in the
same way (an object is characterized by an area, which is
its extent [16]). The techniques described in [8] are used
to manage queries that take into account the extent of the
objects involved.
Class Objects is the set of entities in the scenario, which
could be equipped with a camera. RowingBoats is a subclass of Objects. An individual of Objects can be represented by the tuple <id, name, extent, centroid, frontVector,
camera>, where id is a unique identifier of the object, name
is the name of the object, extent is the area occupied by the
object, centroid is the centroid of the extent of the object,
frontVector is a vector pointing towards the frontal part of
the object (see Section 3.3), and camera is the camera the
object is equipped with (if any). For an example of the main
elements characterizing a rowing boat, see Figure 6.

their execution there. Thus, they are not bound to the computer where they were created; instead, they can move freely
across different computers and devices. Mobile agents provide interesting features for distributed and wireless environments (e.g., see [17]), thanks to their autonomy, adaptability,
and capability to move to remote computers.
LOQOMOTION deploys a network of agents to perform
the query processing over a distributed set of objects which
can detect objects moving within their range. Notice that
a certain object could only detect a subset of objects in a
scenario because of its limited range. The basic idea is that
mobile agents move among objects in order to detect the target objects that are relevant for a query. As an example, let
us assume that in the scenario shown in Figure 7 the object
Monitor wants to retrieve the rowing boats within the area
S centered on the black object ref. In the figure, we represent with rectangles the objects that have the capability to
detect other objects within its range (coverage area). The
query will by processed by an agent called MonitorTracker.
To do that, it first needs to know the location of ref. Notice
that object ref is beyond the coverage area of the Monitor
object, and so the system will need to ask some other object
that is able to detect the ref object. In particular, the location of ref is known by Object2 (as ref is within its area).
So, a mobile agent called Tracker travels to Object2 to retrieve the current location of ref. Once the system knows
the location of ref, it also knows exactly the circular area
of interest S. Then, the rowing boats within that area are
obtained, by using agents called Updaters. Thus, one Updater executing on each object whose range intersects with
S (in the example, Object2 and Object3) will keep track of
the rowing boats entering S. Of course, as the interesting
objects move, the network of agents will re-organize itself as
needed (e.g., notice that when ref moves the area S moves
as well). For more details, see [9, 10].

3.2

3.3

SELECT
FROM
WHERE

B.id
RowingBoats AS B
inside(0.2 miles, boat38, B)

Figure 5: Sample location-dependent query

Processing Location-Dependent Queries

To process location-dependent queries in a mobile environment, we have proposed the system LOQOMOTION [9]
(LOcation-dependent Queries On Moving ObjecTs In mObile Networks), a distributed location-dependent query processing system whose architecture is based on mobile agents.
Mobile agents [2, 19] are programs that execute in contexts called places, hosted on computers or other devices,
and can autonomously travel from place to place resuming

Extension to Monitor Multimedia Data:
Access to Videocameras

In our context, one of the most interesting attributes of
the objects in the scenario are obviously the videocameras,
which play a key role for us. Thus, we do not only need to
retrieve the objects that satisfy certain location-dependent
constraints, but also filter out those objects whose cameras
do not satisfy certain conditions/features needed for a suitable recording of the target (i.e., a static or moving object

Figure 7: Architecture of LOQOMOTION
or area). For this purpose, we model a camera c as shown
in Figure 8.
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−999

cov ∈ {incomplete, any}
∧(view(c, o) = v ∨ v = any)
∧ − c.αmax ≤ α + α1 ≤
c.αmax
cov = f ull ∧ γ ≤ β
∧(view(c, o) = v ∨ v = any)
∧ − c.αmax ≤ α + α2 ≤
c.αmax
otherwise

Figure 9: panT oV iew function

c =< id, α, αmax , αspeed , β >
Figure 8: Modeling a videocamera
In the figure, id is a unique identifier; α, αmax , and αspeed
are the current pan, the maximum pan possible (it can pan
from −αmax to αmax ), and the pan speed (degrees/second)
of such a camera; finally, β is the wide of the focus (limited
by lines a and b). Due to space limitations we do not consider here the vertical movement (tilt), which would be very
similar to the pan model, or the zoom.
We define some functions that abstract us from the specific calculations needed, based on the features of the cameras, to verify certain conditions. Particularly, we define the
function panToView (see Figure 9).
The function returns the signed1 angle that the videocamera c should pan to view an object o from a certain view v
(front, rear, side, or any) with the specified coverage cov
(full, incomplete, any). Lines c and d are traced from the
camera location to both sides of the geographic area associ1
Positive values mean “right pan”, and negative ones mean
“left pan”.

ated to object o. It is important to consider that cameras
usually have mechanical limitations about the possible turn
angles (−αmax , αmax ). So, when the camera cannot pan to
view object o, satisfying the specified conditions, the above
function returns a special value (in our prototype, −999).
In the previous formula,  is a small value greater than 0,
which must be added to α1 in order to start having the
target object within the view of the camera.
Function view(c, o) returns v ∈ {f ront, rear, side} by considering in which of the four quadrants2 defined by the angles
±δ1 , ±δ2 falls the angle between 1) the line defined by the
location of the camera c and the (centroid of the area of the)
target object o, and 2) a predefined vector which indicates
the front of the object o (such an angle is denoted by δ in
Figure 9). The view function is defined as follows:

 rear
side
view(c, o) =
f ront

|δ| ≤ δ1
δ1 < |δ| ≤ δ2
δ2 < |δ|

0◦ ≤ δ, δ1 , δ2 ≤ 180◦

So, according to the location of the object and the camera in Figure 9, in that scenario view(c, o) returns “rear”.
Also, it should be noted that if a camera must pan to focus
the target it will need some time to perform the turning.
Therefore, we define timeToView, which returns the time
(in seconds) needed to pan α degrees the camera c:
timeT oV iew(o, c, v, cov) =

panT oV iew(o,c,v,cov)
c.αspeed

These three functions will be used in the next section to
take into account videocameras’ features in location-dependent
queries.
2
The definition of front, rear, and side views could be defined
by any other partitions.

4.

USING LOQOMOTION IN THE ROWING
BOATS SCENARIO

In this section, we first indicate how the different elements
of the query processing architecture apply in the context of
row races in San Sebastián:
• Distributed Query Processing. In the context of row
races in San Sebastián there is a single object (a TV
trailer) that is able to access all the objects (boats, people, etc.) in the scenario. Although LOQOMOTION is
particularly adapted to perform well in a distributed
infrastructure where there are different objects that
can monitor different geographic areas, it can obviously also work when there is a single object covering
the whole area of interest.
• Inside Constraints. As cameras that are very far from
their target are usually of little interest, an inside constraint with an appropriate relevant radius can be used
to retrieve the candidate cameras for recording the
kind of shot (close, wide open, etc.)3 we want.
• Reference Objects. In the context of row races, the
reference object is the interesting object (e.g., a particular boat, the island, etc.) that must be recorded.
As described in Section 3.1, the extent of the objects
is considered when processing the queries.
• Target Objects. In the context of row races, the target
objects are the objects (e.g., boats) that have cameras
that may satisfy the conditions required to record the
area of interest. For example, cameras located in boats
or fixed cameras in the harbor are part of the answer
to location queries.
As seen above, the proposed architecture fits the context
of row races in San Sebastián. In the rest of this section,
we will analyze how interesting sample queries described in
Section 2 can be expressed (using an SQL-like syntax) in a
way that allows their processing with the proposed architecture. For illustration, we will consider the scenario shown in
Figure 10, where we assume that all the boats have a camera
situated in their bow, which can turn +/-90◦ .

4.1

Query 1: View a Certain Boat

Let us suppose that we want to retrieve the cameras that
can focus on a particular boat, for example the one named
“Kaiku”. The query would be expressed as follows:
SELECT
FROM
WHERE
ORDER BY

O.camera.id, pan, time
Objects AS O, RowingBoats AS B
pan=panToView(“Kaiku”, O.camera,
any, full) AND pan<>-999
AND time=timeToPan(O.camera,pan)
time ASC

Besides the identifiers of the cameras, it returns the number of degrees (pan4 ) that they should pan to focus the boat
“Kaiku” (from any angle but providing a full view) as well
as the time needed by that camera to do it (time). The
cameras that currently have a full view of the “Kaiku” boat
(whether it is a rear, side, or front view) appear first in the
answer (pan=0, time=0), and the more time they need to
3

In this work we do not deal with the possibility of zooming.
Remember that it is a signed number; a negative value
means “left pan” and a positive value means “right pan”.
4

Figure 10: Sample scenario for the example queries

pan (to fully view the reference object “Kaiku”) the later
they appear in the answer because of the order by clause.
For example, in Figure 10 the camera of the boat “Castro
Urdiales” would be retrieved first (as it has a full view of
the rear side of “Kaiku”) and the one of “Zumaya” would
be ranked in the second position (as it can turn slightly to
have a full view of the rear side of “Kaiku”). Cameras that
cannot view that object (e.g., the one of the boat “Orio” in
Figure 10) are not included in the answer because of the
pan <> −999 constraint (see Section 3.3). However, as this
query is evaluated continuously, the answer is always up to
date. Thus, the information retrieved by the continuous
query will help technical directors to select the best shots.

4.2

Query 2: Record a Good Side View of Any
Boat

Let us imagine that we want to retrieve only cameras
which are currently streaming a good side view of any boat.
This query would be expressed as follows:
SELECT
FROM
WHERE
ORDER BY

O.camera.id
Objects AS O, RowingBoats AS B
pan=panToView(B.id, O.camera, side, any)
AND pan=0 AND inside(250 meters, B.id, O)
distance(B.id, O.id)

where we assume that a camera must be located no further
than 250 meters in order to provide a good (full or incomplete) view of that boat. Moreover, we order the cameras
according to the distance to the target, as closer cameras are
more likely to be able to provide detailed views. Thus, for
example, in the scenario of Figure 10 the camera of “Castro Urdiales” would be a good candidate to record the boat
“Kaiku”, as the query above does not require a full view but
“any”. If a full view was required instead and the constraint
pan=0 was replaced by pan<>-999, then “Zumaya” would
be a better candidate to record the boat “Castro Urdiales”,
even though the distance between “Zumaya” and “Castro Urdiales” is higher than the distance between “Castro Urdiales”
and “Kaiku” and besides “Zumaya” would need to turn its

camera to record “Castro Urdiales”.

where the answers obtained by our system could be shown.

4.3

5.2

Query 3: Record a wide view of the island
from the ocean side

For this query, let us assume that the technical director
previously defined an area S (see Figure 10), on the ocean
side, which represents where a camera should be located in
order to have the wanted wide view of the island from the
ocean side. Thus, the query could be expressed as follows:
SELECT
FROM
WHERE

ORDER BY

O.camera.id, pan, time
Objects AS O
inside(0 meters, S, O) AND
pan=panToView(island, O.camera, any, full)
AND pan<>-999
AND time=timeToPan(O.camera,pan)
time ASC

where with the constraint inside(0 meters, S, O) we require
objects no further than 0 meters from S (that is, objects
within S). In the scenario shown in Figure 10 no camera
is currently within the area S. However, the Orio boat will
enter soon S and so it will become part of the answer to
the continuous query. It should be noted that the technical
director may want to change at any time the size and location of the area S, in order to focus a different area (e.g., an
accident that has happened). The system is able to adapt
to changes in the monitoring requirements.

5.

RELATED WORK

In this section, we analyze some related works in two different categories: works that focus on the use of multiple
cameras to produce contents and works that are closer to
the field of location-based services.

5.1

Works on Multi-Camera Management

Regarding the usage of several cameras for the production of professional content, there are multiple initiatives
that tackle this issue with different goals and from different
perspectives. For example, in [1] the authors use an array
of cameras in order to acquire a 3D scene. In [3], the goal is
to use multiple cameras to automatically infer what is happening in a tennis game. As a final example, in [6] several
cameras are used to automatically monitor the movements
of football players. In all these cases, the focus is on the
operation and exploitation of the cameras, and not on the
complexity of managing multiple video signals in real time.
Concerning the management of multiple cameras and screens,
an interesting and representative work can be found in [5],
regarding different approaches for concurrent access and management of multiple static cameras. It is also worth mentioning the proposal in [21], where the authors work on the
optimal monitoring of multiples video signals. However, it
is important to emphasize that these representative works
on multi-camera management and monitoring consider only
cameras that are static. On the contrary, the cameras considered in our proposal can move and pan.
Finally, we would like to mention the work presented in [13]
regarding the integration in a 3D terrain model of the data
coming from GPS receivers embedded in boats during the
broadcasting of live rowing events. This work was performed
to support the technical director for those situations when,
due to bad weather conditions, a helicopter cannot be employed. This is a work complementary to the one presented
in this paper, as it could provide a nice graphical interface

Works on Location-Dependent Queries

As it is an important issue to build Location-Based Services (LBS), a major research effort is being invested in the
development of systems that can effectively process locationdependent queries [11]. The existing proposals differ in different aspects, such as the types of queries that they can process, or the assumptions that they rely on and/or the underlying infrastructure required. For example, MobiEyes [7] requires the cooperation of the moving objects that are the targets of the queries to process the queries distributively, LOQOMOTION [9] performs a distributed processing on certain objects, DOMINO [22] exploits some knowledge about
the trajectories of the objects, and SEA-CNN [23] focuses
on the processing of continuous kNN queries.
However, we are not aware of any work that has applied
an architecture for processing location-dependent queries in
the context of sport events to retrieve relevant multimedia
data. Although there are works that emphasize the importance of location-dependent query processing for multimedia computing (e.g., [12]), they do not consider that the
queries themselves can have as a final goal to retrieve multimedia data that are relevant for the user. Works that
propose location-dependent multimedia services for mobile
users (e.g., [15], where a middleware based on mobile agents
is presented) are not directly related either to the research
presented in this paper.

6.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have shown the usefulness of locationdependent query processing in a real-world sport event: the
row races in San Sebastián. With that purpose, we have extended a general architecture for location-dependent query
processing with the capabilities needed to detect suitable
(static or moving) cameras to record a particular area. The
main features of our proposal are:
• Videocameras’ features are considered to help technical directors to access the multimedia information
coming from different (static or moving) videocameras.
• Predefined or dynamically built geographic areas or
static/moving objects can be set as targets for which
suitable cameras can be found by the system.
• The proposal is flexible, and so new functionalities can
be added to the system without important changes to
the main architecture.
As future work, we plan to evaluate the proposal through
simulations and perform some tests in real environments.
Besides, we will extend the system to enable automatic recording of targets by videocameras, in order to further help the
technical directors with the recording process. In some scenarios, some useful multimedia information could also be
provided by mobile devices carried by people or tourists,
and so exploiting the possibilities of a mobile peer-to-peer
network would be interesting.
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